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Cross Extending Table by Matthew Hilton

Cross Extending Table by Matthew Hilton
Key Features
example of Matthew Hilton’s innovative approach

Sturdy extending dining table

to wood furniture design and signature minimal

Seats 8-12 people

aesthetic.

Two extension leaves are stored inside the table
Leaves can be used singularly

Practical and versatile, simple lines build to create a

Suitable for contract use

distinctive contemporary shaped base designed to
Technical / Construction
smooth and simple pull to allow for the addition of

Solid wood legs, base and edge

two extra leaves. The extension leaves can be stored

Veneered top and leaves

in the concealed compartment under the table top

Felt lined underframe leaf storage

when not in use.

Mechanical ball-bearing extension system
Clear polyurethane lacquer

Constructed from a solid wood base and a solid edge

Part assembly required - minimum 2 people

veneered top, the Cross Extending Table seats 8 to
12 people.
Winner of the ELLE Decoration Award for Best in
Furniture 2006, the Homes & Gardens Classic Design
Award in 2007 and the Design Guild Mark in 2008.
Made in Lithuania.

H750 W2000-2500/3000 D1000
H29.5” W78.7-98.4”/118” D39.3”

Available Finishes

Oak

Walnut

Black stain
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Cross Fixed Table by Matthew Hilton

Cross Fixed Table by Matthew Hilton
The Cross Fixed Table imbues all the features of

Key Features

the iconic, award-winning Cross range without the

Sturdy fixed dining table

extension for those who do not require it. It is a fine

Seats 6-8 people

example of Matthew Hilton’s approach to wood

Suitable for contract use

furniture design that embodies his signature minimal
aesthetic. The simple lines of the base create a

Technical / Construction

distinctive contemporary base, allowing the table to

Solid wood legs and edge

offer plenty of leg room.

Veneered top
Clear polyurethane lacquer

Constructed from a solid wood base and a solid

Part assembly required - minimum 2 people

edge veneered top, the Cross Fixed Table seats 6-8
people. The table is finished with a clear polyurethane

Dimensions

lacquer to provide a finish that will last.
Made in Lithuania.
H748mm W2000mm D1000mm
H748” W78.74” D39.37”

Available Finishes

Black
Stained

Walnut

Oak
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Kigumi Table by Nazanin Kamali

Kigumi Table by Nazanin Kamali
The Kigumi Table, designed by Nazanin Kamali,

Key Features

embodies the modern principles of design and

Small footprint

accentuates a timeless look. It reflects Nazanin

Sturdy fixed dining table

Kamali’s conviction that a casual dining table needs

Intersecting supports provide stability.

to be simple, have a small footprint and be suitable

Chamfered edge ensures comfort and durability.

for everyday use.

Seats 4 people

Lightweight and strong, the unique lines and shape

Suitable for contract use

of the base create a refined but simple aesthetic,
making it the perfect centrepiece in your home.

Technical / Construction

The solid wood base is complemented by a veneered

Solid wood legs and edge

top with a chamfered edge, and a clear lacquer

Veneered top

finish allows the natural warmth of the wood to come

Clear polyurethane lacquer

through.

Part assembly required - minimum 2 people

With a sitting arrangement of 4-6 people around 1.2m
tabletop, the Kigumi Table is a simple and elegant

Dimensions

table, perfect table for small dining areas.
Made in Lithuania.

Ø625mm H750mm
Ø24.61” H29.53”

Available Finishes

Black
Stained

Walnut

Oak
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Dulwich Extending Table by Matthew Hilton

Dulwich Extending Table by Matthew Hilton
Designed by award-winning designer Matthew Hilton,

Key Features
Extending dining table suitable for seating 8-12 people

passion to create desirable, rigorous and beautiful

Two extension leaves are stored inside the table

products which imbue functionality.

Leaves can be used singularly
Suitable for contract use

Displaying exquisite proportions, the slender legs
draw away from the corners to maximise leg room,

Technical / Construction

while the table top expands with a smooth and simple

Solid wood legs, edge and underframe

pull to allow for the addition of two extra leaves. The

Veneered top and leaves

extension leaves can be stored in the concealed

Felt lined underframe leaf storage

compartment under the table top when not in use.

Mechanical ball-bearing extension system
Clear polyurethane lacquer

Suitable for seating 8 to 12 people, the Dulwich Table
provides a versatile and elegant choice for dining and
entertaining.

Part assembly required - minimum 2 people
Dimensions

Made in Lithuania / Thailand.
SMALL
H745 W1580-2030/2480 D900
| Leaf L 450
H29.5” W62.2”-90.5”/97.6” D35.5” | Leaf L17.7”

LARGE
H745 W2000 2500/3000 D1000
| Leaf L 500
H29.5” W78.7”-98.4”/118” D39.4” | Leaf L19.6”

Available Finishes

Oak

Walnut

Black stain
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Dulwich Round Extending Table by Matthew Hilton

Dulwich Round Extending Table by Matthew Hilton
Crafted with attention to detail, the Dulwich Round

Key Features

Extension Table features mitred joints, visible

Extending dining table

through-tenons in the legs and exquisite proportions

Suitable for seating 4-6 people

that all speak to its quality. It features solid wood legs

Extension leaf are stored inside the table

with a solid edge veneered top. To extend the top,

Suitable for contract use

simply pull one end of the table to simultaneously
open both halves and pull the handle on the stored

Technical / Construction

leaf to extend the table from 125cm to 175cm. The

Solid wood legs, edge and underframe

table can sit up to 6 people, depending on the size of

Veneered top and leaves

your chairs.

Felt lined underframe leaf storage
Clear polyurethane lacquer

Made in Lithuania

Part assembly required - minimum 2 people
Dimensions

SMALL

LARGE

Ø1250mm H745mm
Ø49.21” H29.33”

W1750mm D1250mm H745mm
W68.90” D49.21” H29.33”

Available Finishes

Black
Stained

Walnut

Oak
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Cross Round Table by Matthew Hilton

Cross Round Table by Matthew Hilton
The Cross Round Table is a fine example of Matthew

Key Features

Hilton’s innovative approach to wood furniture design

Large 8 seater table

and signature minimal aesthetic.

Chamfered edge detail
Central pedestal style base

Made from solid wood, it features a large table top

Suitable for contract use

and pedestal style base, designed to offer ample leg
room and stability.

Technical / Construction
Solid oak

This table seats up to eight people and pairs well with

Clear polyurethane lacquer

Matthew Hilton’s Profile Chair which was designed to

Partial assembly required - minimum 2 people

accompany the Cross Range.
Dimensions
Made in Lithuania.

H750 Ø1500
H29.5” Ø59”

Available Finishes

Oak
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Bridge Extending Table by Matthew Hilton

Bridge Extending Table by Matthew Hilton
Created by award-winning designer Matthew Hilton,

Key Features

the Bridge Extending Table is a contemporary and

Available as a 1.1 and 1.6 m top

versatile table for modern living.

1.1m table extends to 1.6m (1 leaf)
1.6m table extends to 2.5m (2 leaves)

Designed with gently tapered solid wood legs
and a veneered table top, the supporting frame

Technical / Construction

arcs underneath the table top similar to a bridge

Solid wood legs and underframe

formation, allowing the legs to face outwards to

Chamfered veneered top

maximise leg room.

Clear polyurethane lacquer
Part-assembly required

Fusing modern design and functionality, the Bridge
Extending Table table is available in two widths.

Dimensions

The 1.1m table extends to 1.6m and seats up to
a maximum of 6 people. The 1.6m table extends
to 2.6m and seats up to a maximum of 10 people.
Extension leaves should be stored externally.
SMALL

Made in Lithuania.

H740 W1100-1600 D1100
H29.1” W43.3”-63” D43.3”

LARGE
H740 W1600-2100-2600 D1000
H29.1” W63”-82.7”-102.3” D43.3”

Available Finishes

Oak

Walnut
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Ballet Table by Matthew Hilton

Ballet Table by Matthew Hilton
Designed by award-winning designer Matthew Hilton,

Key Features

the Ballet Table is a large and durable dining table,

Solid timber

which can comfortably seat up to 10 people.

Suitable for contract use

Made from solid timber, it features a large foot at the

Technical / Construction

base and an undercut top.

Solid oak
Clear polyurethane lacquer

Designed to accompany the table, the Ballet Bench

Part-assembly required

tucks neatly underneath when not in use.
Dimensions
Made in Lithuania.

H730 W2000 D950
H28.7” W78.7”D37.4”

Available Finishes

Oak
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Cross Oval Coffee Table by Matthew Hilton

Cross Oval Coffee Table by Matthew Hilton
The Cross Oval Coffee Table by Matthew Hilton

Key Features

repurposes the leg detail of the Cross Extending

Chamfered edge detail

Table underneath the 122cm veneered top.

Central pedestal style base
Suitable for contract use

The sturdy coffee table is a smaller version of the
Cross Extending Dining Table. It combines a visual

Technical / Construction

balance due to the proportions of the tabletop with a

Solid oak or walnut.

functional design of the base.

Chamfered edge detail with a central pedestal base.
Clear polyurethane lacquer

The Cross collection is a timeless, reliable design

Assembly required

with award-winning products which distil the modern
principles of design and fit in to your home.

Dimensions

Made in Lithuania.

H390 W1225 D774
H 15.3” W 48.2” D30.4”

Available Finishes

Oak

Walnut
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Cross Round Coffee Table by Matthew Hilton

Cross Round Coffee Table by Matthew Hilton
Designed by award-winning designer Matthew Hilton,

Key Features

the Cross Round Coffee Table is made from solid

Chamfered edge detail

wood and features a low pedestal base with a cross

Central pedestal style base

leg detail underneath a 90cm table top.

Suitable for contract use

A clear lacquer finish allows the natural warmth of

Technical / Construction

the wood to come through which ensures for minimal

Veneered MDF top

maintenance.

Solid oak legs
Clear polyurethane lacquer

Echoing the elegant design of the Cross Round

Partial assembly required

Dining Table in smaller proportions, this coffee table
is a timeless and contemporary design which is built
to last.
Made in Lithuania.
H360 Ø900
H14.1” Ø35.4”

Available Finishes

Oak
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Cross Side Table by Matthew Hilton

Cross Side Table by Matthew Hilton
Crafted from solid wood, the Cross Side Table

Key Features

features a base with a chamfered edge detail and

Offset base

is finished with a clear lacquer which allows the

Compact footprint

natural warmth of the wood to come through,
requiring minimal maintenance.

Technical / Construction
Solid top and base

Designed by award-winning designer Matthew

Clear polyurethane lacquer

Hilton, the Cross Side Table has a compact

Fully assembled

footprint and minimal silhouette, making it ideal
for small spaces. This table echoes the elegance

Dimensions

of the Cross Range and pairs well with the sofas
and armchairs in the designer’s collection.
Made in Lithuania.

H510 W420 D420
H20” W16.5” D16.5”

Available Finishes

Oak

Walnut
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Lucent Tables by Matthew Hilton

Lucent Tables by Matthew Hilton
Joining the glass panels of this contemporary range

Key Features

at right angles creates an unusual, warm effect as the

Suitable for contract use

translucent panels overlay darkening the shades. The

Integrated storage

top and base panels have a curved edge, made from

Technical / Construction

tempered glass which mean the tables are highly

Tempered glass

durable.

Fully assembled
UV bonded

The structural partitions of the Lucent tables create a

Dimensions

division inside, which can be used to display objects
or store books and magazines. Using a classic
material, such as tempered glass for a collection of
tables, makes these handsome, yet delicate tables
ideal for the home, or within hotels and bars.

COFFEE TABLE
D700 W1100 H320
D27.55” W43.3” H12.6”

Made in Lithuania.
SIDE TABLE

Available Finishes

Clear

Bronze

Smoke

D280 W400 H520
D11” W15.74” H20.47”

LARGE SIDE TABLE
D700 W350 H420
H27.55” W13.78” D16.5”

LAPTOP TABLE
D350 W500 H605
D13.78” W19.68” H23.81”
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Bilsby Coffee Table by Matthew Hilton

Bilsby Coffee Table by Matthew Hilton
The Bilsby Coffee Table combines the elegance

Key Features

of marble with an industrial steel base. Its smart

Marble top with honed finish

proportions and minimal aesthetic allow for

Minimal aesthetic

versatile use anywhere within the home.
Technical / Construction
Expertly designed with a timeless simplicity, the

Solid top

Bilsby Coffee Table offers a functional surface

Stainless steel base

that is versatile and built to last.

Nylon glides to protect floor
Fully assembled

Made in Lithuania.
Dimensions

H1400 W700 D350
H55.1” W27.5” D13.7”

Available Finishes

White

Black
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Bilsby Side Table by Matthew Hilton

Bilsby Side Table by Matthew Hilton
The Bilsby Side Table combines the elegance

Key Features

of marble with an industrial steel base. Its smart

Marble top with honed finish

proportions and minimal aesthetic allow for

Minimal aesthetic

versatile use anywhere within the home.
Technical / Construction
Expertly designed with a timeless simplicity, the

Solid top

Bilsby Side Table offers a functional surface that

Stainless steel base

is versatile and built to last.

Nylon glides to protect floor
Fully assembled

Made in Lithuania.
Dimensions

H510 W420 D420
H20” W716.5” D16.5”

Available Finishes

White

Black
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Loku Tables by Shin Azumi

Loku Tables by Shin Azumi
The Loku tables was designed as part of the Loku

Key Features

range by Shin Azumi.

Suitable for contract use
Replaceable components

Azumi expanded the collection to include bar tables

Technical / Construction

and café tables, suitable to be used in cafes and

Assembly required

restaurant environments.

Dimensions

The range has taken its name from the Japanese
word for the number 6, pronounced Roku, with the R
sounding like an L, making reference to its six sides
and six corner.

TALL BAR TABLE

MEDIUM BAR TABLE

H1040 W750 D600
H40” W29.5” D23.6”

H940 W750 D600
H37” W29.5” D23.6”

The Loku Table is available with a powder-coated
steel base, in white or black. The table was designed
for both commercial and residential use providing
variations in height to accommodate the different
uses.
Made in Thailand.

CAFE TABLE
H740 W850 D750
H29.1” W29.5” D33.4”

Available Finishes

Black

White
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Kelston Range by Matthew Hilton

Kelston Range by Matthew Hilton
The Kelston Range is smartly proportioned with

Dimensions

minimal contemporary detailing, resulting in a sleek
and timeless sofa which is built to last. Boasting
large seating areas, wide arms and foam and feather
cushions for optimum comfort, a unique feature of
this sofa is the articulating headrests which can be

2.4M SOFA

2.98M SOFA

H660-860 W2400 D1105
H26”-34” W94.5” D43.5”

H660-860 W2895 D1105
H26”-34” W114” D43.5”

SOFA SECTIONAL

SOFA CORNER SECTIONAL

H660-860 W3250 D1999
H26”-34” W130” D78.7”

H660-860 W3556 D3181
H26”-34” W140” D125.25”

adjusted to a variety of angles and heights, or folded
out of the way when not in use.
Key Features
Articulating back which can be adjusted to a variety
of angles and heights.
adding additional elements.
Technical / Construction

ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS

Engineered cushions fabricated from mixed materials
including feather and foam
Metal frame
Made in Italy.

CHAISE LONGUE

CORNER SECTION

OTTOMAN

H660-860 W1225 D2000
H26”-34” W48” D79”

H650-880 W1480 D1140
H16.5” W33.6” D28.7”

H420 W855 D730
H16.5” W33.6” D28.7”

Please refer to the swatch page for fabric and leather
upholstery options.

LARGE CORNER

MIDDLE SECTION

H650-880 W2080 D1140
H16.5” W81.8” D28.7”

H650-880 W1140 D1140
H16.5” W28.7” D28.7”
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Stanley Range by Matthew Hilton

Stanley Range by Matthew Hilton
The Stanley sofa and armchair are the perfect

Dimensions

combination of sharp lines and soft upholstery.
The range has a Mid-Century design ethos, which
recalls the clean-lined aesthetic of the ‘50s and ‘60s.

3 SEAT SOFA
H720 W2200 D894

Designed by Matthew Hilton, this range features a

H28.3” W86.6” D35.2”

solid timber frame, which gently tapers towards the
back, while the low arms and soft leather upholstered
cushions make the pieces both aesthetically pleasing
and also comfortable.

2 SEAT SOFA

ARMCHAIR

H720 W1500 D894

H720 W820 D894

H28.3” W59” D35.2”

H28.3” W61” D35.2”

Please refer to the swatch page for fabric and leather
upholstery options.

Frame Wood Finishes

Made in Lithuania.
Oak

Key Features
Suitable for contract use
Solid frame
Removable cover

Wenge

Fabric Upholstery
Grade A
Ducale
78% Wool
8% Alpaca Wool
9% Linen
5% Alternative Fabric.
Martindale Rub Count: 100,000

Charcoal #9/11

Robin’s Egg #8/28

Light Grey #8/32

Tumbleweed #1/100 Persimmon #101/37

Lama
65% Wool
15% Alpaca Wool
20% Nylon
Martindale Rub Count: 100,000

Coal #5

Indigo #10

Bear #6

Heather #8

Oatmeal #1

Joplin
100% Linen.
Martindale Rub Count: 20,000

Otter #72

Steel Blue #68

Cornsilk #2

Barley #53

Tundra
42% Viscose
38% Cotton
14% Acrylic
6% Polyester.
Martindale Rub Count: 30,000

Bark #06

Pumice #11

Fog #08

Buff #03

Grade B
Miriam
41% Linen
44% Cotton
12% Acrylic
3% Alternative Fabric.
Martindale Rub Count: 20,000

Charcoal #08

Olive #32

Putty #2

Slate #8

Sand #50

Grade C
Pado
15% Cotton
17% Linen
39% Viscose
4% Acrylic
25% Polyester.
Martindale Rub Count: 20,000
Charcoal #15

Mocha #89

Pebble #78

Midnight #59

Oatmeal #80

Leather Upholstery
Grade A
Kalahari
Full-grain semi-aniline leather. Natural irregularities
highlight the authenticity of the tanning process,
with minimal finishing to disturb the grain. A light
coloring finish adds water resistance to the leather
without altering its natural characteristics.

Black

Bruno

Grey

Canyon

Gesso

Lux
Full aniline leather.

Chocolate

Russett

Cream

Grade B
Arredo
A bovine leather that is chrome-tanned, buffed,
and finished with water-based pigments.

Black

Brown

Cream

Sydney
A semi aniline leather which is chrome tanned
and has a soft touch.

Dark Brown

Cognac

Porcelain
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Profile Chair by Matthew Hilton

Profile Chair by Matthew Hilton
The Profile Chair was designed by Matthew Hilton

Key Features

to accompany his award-winning Cross Extending

Stackable

Table.

Solid timber
Leather upholstered seat pad

Crafted from solid timber, this well proportioned
chair features a soft upholstered leather seat pad,

Suitable for contract use
brackets)

(Level 3 with additional

splayed legs and a recessed back which ensures it is

Technical / Construction

extremely comfortable to sit in for extended periods

Solid oak, walnut or wenge.

of time.

Top grain leather in brown or black
Clear polyurethane lacquer

Designed with a sleek and durably constructed frame,

Dimensions

the Profile Chair is an ergonomic solution for dining
and is conveniently stackable up to six chairs high.
Available in four finishes: oak with a brown or cream
leather seat, walnut with a black leather seat or black

H780 W495 D495 | SEAT H450
H30.7” W19.5” D19.5”| SEAT H17.7”

with a black leather seat.
Available Finishes
Made in Lithuania/Thailand.
OakBrown

OakCream

WalnutBlack

Other Information
2

Stackable
x4

Products
per box

BlackBlack

COM
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Profile Stool by Matthew Hilton

Profile Stool by Matthew Hilton
The Profile Stool is the most recent addition to

Key Features

the Profile Range by Matthew Hilton, providing an

Solid timber

ergonomic solution for bar dining.

Leather upholstered seat pad
Suitable for contract use

Crafted from solid timber, this well-proportioned stool
features a soft upholstered leather seat pad and a

Technical / Construction

recessed back for comfortable support.

Solid oak, walnut or wenge
Top grain leather

Stainless steel is recessed into the footrest providing

Clear polyurethane lacquer

protection against marking and scratching of the
wood.

Dimensions

The Profile Stool is available in a counter or bar height
and four finishes: oak with a brown or cream leather
seat, walnut with a black leather seat or black with a
black leather seat.
COUNTER STOOL

BAR STOOL

Made in Thailand/Lithuania.

H910 W450 D460 | SH660
H35.8 W17.7 D18.1” | SH660

H1015 W450 D460 | SH760
H40” W17.7” D18.1” | SH26.3”

Other Information

Available Finishes

1

Product
per box

OakBrown

OakCream

WalnutBlack

BlackBlack

COM
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675 Chair by Robin Day

675 Chair by Robin Day
A design that has truly stood the test of time, the 675

Key Features

chair is one of the most recognised of the Twentieth

Iconic design from 1952

Century.

Suitable for contract use

Originally created in 1952, the chair’s most prominent

Technical / Construction

feature is its curved walnut-veneered plywood back.

Veneered ply back

Pioneering at the time, Robin Day overcame the

Steel tube frame
Injection moulded seat pad
Upholstered in a piped leather

singular curve.

Clear polyurethane lacquer
Fully assembled

In close collaboration with the Robin and Lucienne
Day Foundation, Case revisited the original design

Dimensions

and faithfully reinstated, in the 2014 chair, the element
and detail of the 1952 original.

Made in Thailand.

H794 W640 D530 | Seat H470
H31.2” W20.5” D25.2” | Seat H18.5”

Available Finishes
Other Information
1

Product
per box

Back
Oak

Walnut

Black

Chrome

Black
Leather

Cream
Leather

Frame

Seat
Light Grey
Fabric

Dark Grey
Fabric
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Narin Chair by David Irwin

Narin Chair by David Irwin
Inspired by the constantly adapting nature of modern

Key Features

workshops, the Narin chair is both easy to collapse

Foldable

and move around, and can be stored in condensed

Suitable for contract use

stacks that occupy minimal space.

Easy to collapse and move around
Can be stored in condensed stacks

The elegant design features a smooth sweeping

Technical / Construction

transition from the turned legs into the formed

Veneered plywood seat and back

backrest, which also doubles as the mount for the

Solid wood legs

pivot from where the back leg rotates.

Clear polyurethane lacquer
Dimensions

The seat and back are formed from layered birch ply

slide along the grooves within the back legs to
which looks as good folded away for storage as it
does when open and in use.

H761 W490 D550 Seat H440 | Folded H910 W490
H30” W19.2” D21” Seat H17.3 | Folded H35.8” W19.2”

Available Finishes

The Narin Chair received the Design Guild Mark
Award and the Wood Award for Best Production
Made in 2017.
Made in Thailand.

Oak

White

Walnut

Other Information
1

Product
per box

Black stain
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Narin Chair Accessories

Narin Accessories
Seatpad

Trolley

Add a touch more comfort to the Narin Folding Chair

The Narin Trolley can carry 40 x Narin Folding Chairs

with this meticulously tailored seat pad, designed to

for easy storage and transportation. Simply fold the

offer a bit of cushioning. The seat pad wraps around

chair and hang it upside down on the black metal

the seat pad and has a neat closing on the underside.

brackets and wheel away when not in use.

The clever design of the seat pad means that it can

The trolley fits through standard UK doorways.

remain on the chair while folding the chair.
Dimensions
Techincal info:
Polyurethane foam cushion; Elum fabric cover (37%
wool, 20% viscose, 12% polyester, 11% cotton, 9%
nylon, 9% linen, 2% acrylic).
Available Finishes
H1720mm W1800mm D720mm
H67.72” W70.87” D28.35”

Elum
Light Grey

Elum
Dark Grey

Available Finishes

Both accessories made in Thailand
Black

White
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Tri-Space Stool
by Terence Woodgate and John Barnard

Tri-Space Stool
by Terence Woodgate and John Barnard
The Tri-Space stool is a visually pure design with

Key Features

a sophisticated Teflon and stainless steel bearing

Lightweight

which allows rotation with limited friction, minimal

Rotating seat

maintenance and high durability.

Technical / Construction
Stainless steel frame

Combining a blend of precision engineering and

Leather upholstered injection moulded foam seat pad

minimal design, the Tri-Space Stool is created using

with ply base

lightweight materials to create a stool weighing less

PTFE rotating mechanism

than 10kg.

Injection moulded plastic foot

Finished with an upholstered injection moulded foam

Dimensions

seat pad, the Tri-Space stool is available in a bar
or counter height and upholstered in 3 upholstery
options.
The Tri-Space Stool won the Design Guild Mark
Award in 2017.
Made in Thailand.

BAR STOOL

COUNTER STOOL

D415 W415 H766

D415 W415 H666

D16.3” W16.3” H30.2”

D16.3” W16.3” H26.2”

Available Finishes

LeatherBlack

LeatherLion

FabricLama
Coal #5

Other Information
1

Products
per box

COM
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Oki-Nami Chair by Nazanin Kamali

Oki-Nami Chair by Nazanin Kamali
Part of the Oki-Nami range, this modern chair was

Key Features

originally designed for the Oki-Nami Japanese

Large leather seat pad for comfort

restaurant in Brighton, UK in 2008. The brief was to

Wrap-around back which acts as an armrest

create contemporary tables, chairs and stools that

Suitable for contract use

attention to detail found in Japanese creative

Technical / Construction

industries. It also needed to be suitably comfortable

Solid oak frame

and durable enough for its intended restaurant

Leather upholstered seat pad fabricated from mix
foam layers

environment.

Clear polyurethane lacquer
Nazanin Kamali designed the interior of the restaurant
and worked with Case to create the tables, chairs and
stools. The chair was shortlisted for the Restaurant

Fully assembled
Dimensions

and Bar Design Awards in 2009.
The signature wrap around back is naturally used
as an armrest and remains supportive when sitting
sideways.
Made in Lithuania.

H735 W540 D490 | Seat H455
H28.9” W21.5” D19.2” | Seat H17.9”

Available Finishes

OakBlack

COM

Other Information
2

Products
per box
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Oki-Nami Stool by Nazanin Kamali

Oki-Nami Stool by Nazanin Kamali
The Oki-Nami stool is a simple design which takes

Key Features

its influence from Japan creating a contemporary

A simple frame with integrated footrest

stool that reflects the craftsmanship, proportion
and attention to detail found in Japanese creative

Upholstered seat pad is 50mm thick and provides a
comfortable seat

industries. It is suitably comfortable and durable

Suitable for contract use

enough for restaurant environments as well as within

Technical / Construction

the home.

Solid oak or walnut frame

The double footrests give the stool a clean and
balanced aesthetic and it is finished with a leather
upholstered seat pad.

Leather upholstered seat pad fabricated from mixed
foam layers
Clear polyurethane lacquer
Fully assembled
Dimensions

The Oki-Nami collection was designed as a bespoke
product for the Oki-Nami Japanese restaurant in
Brighton, UK. Nazanin Kamali designed the interior of
the restaurant and worked with Case to create the
tables, chairs and stools.
Made in Lithuania.

COUNTER STOOL

BAR STOOL

H670 W350 D350
H26.4” W13.8” D13.8”

H770 W350 D350
H30.3” W13.8” D13.8”

Available Finishes

BlackOak

BlackWalnut

COM

Other Information
1

Products
per box
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Ziba Chair by Nazanin Kamali

Ziba Chair by Nazanin Kamali
The Ziba chair designed by Nazanin Kamali is a

Key Features

multiuse chair for any environment. Its pleasing

Swivels 360 degrees

proportions and elegant aesthetic makes it perfect for

Variety of finishes available

both residential and commercial environments.

Suitable for contracts
Upholstered seat pad for extra comfort

Perfectly blending design and functionality, the
Ziba chair swivels 360 degrees offering great

Technical / Construction

manoeuvrability, while the upholstered shell offers

3D plywood shell

great comfort.

Plywood Injection molded foam seat
Aluminium base

Ziba comes with an upholstered or veneered ply
wood shell with interchangeable upholstered seat

Dimensions

pads and a powder coated steel base. With a mix
of colours available, you can find one that is both
comfortable and aesthetically pleasing.

Made in Thailand.
H820 W515 D500 | Seat H465
H32.2” W20.2” D19.6” Seat H18.3”

Other Information
1

Products
per box
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Loku Chair by Shin Azumi

Loku Chair by Shin Azumi
Japanese designer Shin Azumi created the Loku

Key Features

Chair making good use of the efficient methods of

Suitable for contract use

advanced three dimensional (3D) veneer technology,

Replaceable components

which allows the seat to be moulded into more

Technical / Construction

complex forms, making the visually and physically

3D veneer seat

light shell comfortable, supportive and robust.

Wood and metal base
Fully assembled

The moulded seat and back is made from a thin

Dimensions

plywood veneer that can be shaped when heated into
tight curves to stiffen the material.
The Loku Chair is available with a wood & metal or
steel tube base. The chair was designed for both
commercial and residential use providing variations to
accommodate the different uses.

H765 W460 D460 | Seat H460
H30.1” W18.1” D18.1” | Seat H18.1”

Available Finishes
The Loku Range won the Design Guild Mark Award in
2016.
WalnutBlack

OakWhite

Other Information
2

Products
per box
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Loku Tubular Chair by Shin Azumi

Loku Tubular Chair by Shin Azumi
Japanese designer Shin Azumi created the Loku

Key Features

making good use of the efficient methods of

Stackable

advanced three dimensional (3D) veneer technology,

Suitable for contract use

which allows the seat to be moulded into more

Replaceable components

complex forms, making the visually and physically

Technical / Construction

light shell comfortable, supportive and robust.

3D plywood seat
Steel tubular base

The moulded seat and back is made from a thin

Fully assembled

plywood veneer that can be shaped when heated into

Dimensions

tight curves to stiffen the material.
The Loku chair is available with a wood & metal or
steel tube base. The chair was designed for both
commercial and residential use providing variations to
accommodate the different uses.
H765 W460 D460 | Seat H460
H30.1” W18.1” D18.1” | Seat H18.1”

Made in Thailand.

Available Finishes

The Loku Range won the Design Guild Mark Award in
2016.

WalnutBlack

OakWhite

WalnutStainless
Steel

Other Information
2

Stackable
x4

Products
per box

OakStainless
Steel
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Loku Stool by Shin Azumi

Loku Stool by Shin Azumi
Shin Azumi created the Loku Range making good

Key Features

use of the efficient methods of advanced 3D veneer

Suitable for contract use

technology, which allows the seat to be moulded

Replaceable components

into more complex forms, making the visually and

Technical / Construction

physically light shell comfortable,

3D plywood seat

supportive and robust.

Wood and metal base
Fully assembled

The moulded seat and back is made from a thin

Dimensions

plywood veneer that can be shaped when heated into
tight curves to stiffen the material.
The Loku Stool is has a wood and metal base, and
is available in oak or walnut plywood and in 2 height
options.
The stool was designed for both commercial and
residential use providing variations to accommodate
the different uses.
Made in Thailand.
The Loku Range won the Design Guild Mark Award in
2016.

COUNTER STOOL

BAR STOOL

H965 W447 D460 | Seat H650
H37.9” W17.5” D18.1” | Seat H25.5”

H1075 W447 D460 | Seat H760
H41.3” W17.5” D18.1” | Seat H29.9”

Available Finishes

WalnutBlack

OakWhite

Other Information
1

Products
per box
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Loku Tubular Stool by Shin Azumi

Loku Tubular Stool by Shin Azumi

Japanese designer Shin Azumi created the Loku

Key Features

Range making good use of the efficient methods of

Suitable for contract use

advanced 3D veneer technology, which allows the

Replaceable components

seat to be moulded into more complex forms, making

Technical / Construction

the visually and physically light shell comfortable,

3D plywood seat

supportive and robust.

Metal tubular base
Dimensions

The moulded seat and back is made from a thin
plywood veneer that can be shaped when heated into
tight curves to stiffen the material.
The Loku Tubular Stool has a metal tubular base
and is available in oak or walnut plywood, in 2 height
options.
The stool was designed for both commercial and

COUNTER STOOL

BAR STOOL

H965 W447 D460 | Seat H650
H37.9” W17.5” D18.1” | Seat H25.5”

H1075 W447 D460 | Seat H760
H42.3” W17.5” D18.1” | Seat H29.9”

Available Finishes

residential use providing variations to accommodate
the different uses.
The Loku Range won the Design Guild Mark Award in
2016.

WalnutBlack

OakWhite

WalnutStainless
Steel

Other Information
1

Products
per box

OakStainless
Steel
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Loku Piston Stool by Shin Azumi

Loku Piston Stool by Shin Azumi
Shin Azumi designed the Loku Piston Stool making

Dimensions

good use of the efficient methods of 3D veneer ply
technology, which allows the seat to be moulded into
a shape, making it both comfortable and supportive.
The moulded seat is made from a thin plywood
veneer that is formed into shape by heating and
pressing the material.
The Loku Piston Stool features a seat-footrest

H1000mm W446mm D455
H39.37” W17.56” D17.91”

assembly that rotates 360 degrees and a height
adjustment lever for easy positioning.

Available Finishes

Made in Thailand.
Walnut

www.casefurniture.com

West Street Chair by Robin Day

West Street Chair by Robin Day
The West Street chair is a pared down design based

Key Features

on a simple cube shape. The result of a challenge

Comfortable

that designer Robin Day took on to create a chair with

Durable

the simplest form, the West Street chair started life as

Seat and back components can be replaced

a personal project. Named after the home Robin and

Design by Robin Day exclusively for Case

Lucienne Day moved to in 1999, the chair was taken

Technical / Construction

on by Case as a simple desk or occasional chair.

Solid frame
Upholstered leather seat pads

“There’s this very vulnerable planet of ours with finite

Available in solid oak or walnut

resources. Architects and designers have, I think, a

Fully assembled

fair responsibility for conserving energy and materials,

Dimensions

and making things durable.” - Robin Day
The solid wood frame has two upholstered leather
pads that act as the seat and the back with the back
pad angled slightly for extra comfort.
Made in Thailand.

H750 W550 D550 | Seat H450
H29.5” W21.6” D21.6” | Seat H17.7”

Available Finishes

Oak

Walnut

Other Information
1

Products
per box
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Ballet Bench by Matthew Hilton

Ballet Bench by Matthew Hilton
Designed by award-winning designer Matthew Hilton,

Key Features

the Ballet Bench is a well-proportioned contemporary

Solid timber

bench which can comfortably seat up to 4 people.

Durable
Suitable for contract use

Made from solid timber, it features a large foot at the
base and an undercut top.
Technical / Construction
Designed with versatility in mind, the Ballet Bench

Solid oak

tucks neatly underneath the Ballet Table when not in

Clear polyurethane lacquer

use to save on space, and can also be used in other

Part-assembly required

areas of the home such as the hallway or at the foot
of the bed.

Dimensions

Made in Lithuania.

H440 W1900 D350
H17.3” W74.8” D13.8”

Available Finishes

Oak

www.casefurniture.com

Celine Desk by Nazanin Kamali

Celine Desk by Nazanin Kamali
Inspired by the simple forms of mid-century

Key Features

architecture, the slender Celine Desk designed by
Nazanin Kamali works in any home, and can also be

A compact desk with a single drawer and open
compartment for top storage

used as a dressing table.

Can also be used as a dressing table
Suitable for contract use

Crafted with solid hardwood legs which are turned
and tapered for a dainty aesthetic, this desk features

Technical / Construction

a slim drawer and open compartment perfect for

Solid oak or stained walnut legs

storing essentials and keeping your desk tidy.

Solid oak or walnut drawer internals and handle
Painted white drawer front

Combined with its small proportions and integrated

Veneered carcass

storage, this desk is ideal for those tight on space.

Clear polyurethane lacquer
Part-assembly required

Made in Lithuania.
Dimensions

H750 W1100 D550
H29.5” W43.3” D21.6”

Available Finishes

OakWhite

WalnutWhite

Black

WalnutBlack

www.casefurniture.com

Pala Dressing Table by Sarah and Henrik Böttger

Pala Dressing Table by Sarah and Henrik Böttger
The Pala Dressing Table has a pure and functional

Key Features

design and offers versatile usage as a dressing table

Integrated vanity drawer divider

or a desk.

Small proportions
Can also be used as a desk

Crafted from solid oak, it features two compartments

Suitable for contract use

with removable magnetic panels, a slim drawer with
an integrated vanity drawer divider for easy and

Technical / Construction

practical storage, and a detachable mirror.

Solid and veneered oak
Detachable magnetic panels

Combined with its minimal proportions, integrated

Detachable mirror

storage and flexible configuration, Pala is a suitable
choice for those tight on space.
Made in Lithuania.

Dimensions

H1260 W1105 D590
H49.6” W43.5” D23.2”

Available Finishes

Oak

www.casefurniture.com

Mantis Desk by Samuel Wilkinson

Mantis Desk by Samuel Wilkinson
British designer Samuel Wilkinson’s idea was to

Key Features

create a desk that would work excellently in a

Hidden storage tray for cables and plugs

compact home environment with a clean elegant

A large flat panel doubles as a magnetic note board
and privacy screen

aesthetic.

Suitable for contact use
The flexible design comes with attachable
accessories that help to keep your environment neat

Technical / Construction

and tidy. The solid wood top has a removable plate

Solid ash top

that allows easy access to a storage tray hiding

White powder coated steel frame

unsightly plugs and cables.

Clear polyurethane lacquer
Assembly required

Other accessories include a small draw for a laptop or
papers, a file holder and a back panel that can act as

Dimensions

a note board or in an open space as a privacy screen.
The table’s four steel legs are also detachable,
making the entire workplace easy to store or
transport. The design lends itself to a home office or
is ideal in tandem, back to back.
H740 W1400 D800
H29.1” W55.1” D31.5”

Made in Lithuania.

Available Finishes

WhiteAsh

WhiteStained
Walnut

www.casefurniture.com

Covet Desk by Shin Azumi

Covet Desk by Shin Azumi
With clean lines and a strongly defined structure,

Key Features

the Covet Desk designed by Shin Azumi is a

Innovative storage solution

contemporary and functional design for any

Integrated drawer

workspace.

Made in Europe

Crafted with a solid wood frame which supports a

Technical / Construction

tempered glass work surface, this desk features a

Solid frame

neatly integrated drawer and a bar underneath the

Clear polyurethane lacquer

desk to store books and files.

Tempered glass top
Assembly required

Made in Lithania.

H720 W1480 D830
H28.3” W32.6” D58.2”

Available Finishes

Oak

Stained
Walnut

www.casefurniture.com

Brockwell Desk by Matthew Hilton

Brockwell Desk by Matthew Hilton
The Brockwell desk demonstrates designer Matthew

Key Features

Hilton’s signature minimal aesthetic and innovative

Can also be used as a dressing table

approach to furniture design.

Compact
Suitable for contract use

Combining slim solid timber legs with a veneered
oak top, this compact desk is finished with a robust

Technical / Construction

powder-coated steel back with integrated cable tidy.

Solid oak frame
Veneered oak top with solid edge

With its small proportions, this desk is ideal for those

Powdercoated steel back

tight on space.
Dimensions
Made in Lithuania.

H848 W1105 D574
H33.3” W43.5” D22.5”

Available Finishes

OakWhite

Stained
WalnutWhite
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Valentine Bed by Matthew Hilton

Valentine Bed by Matthew Hilton
The Valentine Bed is the centrepiece of the Valentine

Key Features

Range designed by Matthew Hilton. It is constructed

Solid oak frame and legs

with a solid wood base and solid slatted headboard.

Large solid oak headboard
Flat packed for easy delivery

Gently tapered outward pointing legs are a signature

Suitable for contract use

design of the Valentine Range lending a visual

Technical / Construction

balance to each piece and a unity to the range.

Made from solid oak
Birch sprung slat kit

A robust and durable structure and a contemporary

Clear polyurethane lacquer

design aesthetic combine in this piece to create a

Assembly required

timeless bed which is built to last.

Dimensions

Made in Lithuania.

KING
W1600 D2060 H915 | Suitable for mattress W1500 D2000
W63” D81.1” H35.9” | Suitable for mattress W59” D78”
SUPER KING
W1930 D2040 H915 | Suitable for mattress W1800 D2000
W76” D80.3” H35.9” | Suitable for mattress W70.8” D78.7”

Available Finishes

Oak

Walnut
Stain

Black
Stain

www.casefurniture.com

Bilsby Bed by Matthew Hilton

Bilsby Bed by Matthew Hilton
Inspired by ‘The Homewood’, a modern house

Key Features

designed by Patrick Gwynne and built by Leslie

Upholstered frame and headboard

Bilsby in the English Countryside, the Bilsby range by

Immaculate tailoring, clean lines

Matthew Hilton combines the clean lines of Gwynne’s

Compact packaging for easy delivery

architecture with state of the art design.

Simple assembly
Technical / Construction

durability while the padded headboard provides
optimum comfort and support.

Hardwood headboard
Steel platform and stainless steel base

Designed for urban living in mind, the Bilsby bed
Dimensions
Made in Italy.
Please refer to the swatch page for fabric and leather
upholstery options.

KING
W1600 D2060 H915 | Suitable for mattress W1500 D2000
W63” D81.1” H35.9” | Suitable for mattress W59” D78.7”

www.casefurniture.com

Valentine Bedside Table by Matthew Hilton

Valentine Bedside Table by Matthew Hilton
The Valentine Bedside Table is made with a solid

Key Features

timber base and veneered oak carcass. It features the

Small and compact

signature tapered leg detail of the Valentine range,

Suitable for contract use

which lends a visual balance to the piece.
Technical / Construction
Raised up from the ground, the bedside table creates

Timber legs

a feeling of space by keeping sight lines around the

Veneered oak carcass

room clear. Additionally, it makes it far easier to clean

Fully assembled

around the bedroom furniture.

Clear polyurethane lacquer

Made with a solid natural oak or walnut base and

Dimensions

body, it has two open-fronted shelves for storage.
Made in Lithuania.

H500 W500 D380
H19.6” W19.6” D15”

Available Finishes

Oak

Stained
Walnut

Black
Stain

www.casefurniture.com

Valentine Chest of Drawers by Matthew Hilton

Valentine Chest of Drawers by Matthew Hilton
The Valentine Chest of Drawers by Matthew Hilton

Key Features

features the signature tapered leg detail of the

Suitable for contract use

Valentine range, which lends a visual balance to the
piece.

Technical / Construction
Solid oak legs, drawer internals and handles

Raised up from the ground, the chest creates a

Veneered oak carcass and fronts

feeling of space by keeping sight lines around the

Clear polyurethane lacquer

room clear. Additionally, it makes it far easier to clean

Part-assembly required

around the bedroom furniture.
Dimensions
Made with a solid natural oak, walnut or wenge base
and body, it has soft closing drawers and inset-turned

Made in Lithuania.
H750 W1100 D520
H29.5” W43.3” D19.7”

Available Finishes

Oak

Stained
Walnut

Black
Stain

www.casefurniture.com

Valentine Tallboy by Matthew Hilton

Valentine Tallboy by Matthew Hilton
The Valentine Tallboy by Matthew Hilton is the perfect

Key Features

companion to the existing bedroom collection.

Suitable for contract use

With the same amount of internal space as the chest

Technical / Construction

of drawers but with a vertical arrangement, the tallboy

Solid timber legs, drawer internals and handles

can be used to provide some additional sleek and

Veneered timber carcass and fronts

contemporary storage. As with all of the Valentine

Clear polyurethane lacquer

range, it features the signature tapered leg detail,

Part-assembly required

which lends a visual balance to the piece.
Dimensions
Raised up from the ground, the tallboy creates a
feeling of space by keeping sight lines around the
room clear. Additionally, it makes it far easier to clean
around the bedroom furniture.
Made with a solid natural oak or walnut base and
body, it has soft closing drawers and inset-turned
H1300 W550 D520
H51.1” W21.6” D20.4”

Available Finishes
Made in Lithuania.

Oak

Stained
Walnut

Black
Stain
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Particle Shelving by Shin Azumi

Particle Shelving by Shin Azumi
Key Features
Shin Azumi addressed this by designing the Particle

Free standing unit, which can be combined with exten-

Shelving to work singularly or as a multiple

sions to create wider storage
Supplied with a wall tie to retain unit against the wall
if required

This modular storage unit is available in individual

Suitable for contract use

sections; a stand-alone unit that can be combined
with as many extension units as needed.

Technical / Construction
Veneered timber

Available in walnut, oak or white, the staggered

Clear polyurethane lacquer

depths of the compartments add an architectural

Fully assembled

diversion to the design, which is enhanced with each
unit added.
Made in the Czech Republic.

SINGLE

DOUBLE

H2020 W670 D300
H79.5” W23.6” D11.8”

H2020 W1200 D300
H79.5” W47.2” D11.8”

Available Finishes

Oak

Walnut

www.casefurniture.com

Lap Shelving by Marina Bautier

Lap Shelving by Marina Bautier
The Lap Shelving system by award-winning designer

Dimensions

Marina Bautier is a modular storage solution

LAP TALL
SHELVING

designed with simplicity in mind. Whether you need
a single shelving unit for an alcove or an entire wall
of shelving in an office, the Lap Shelving system is
adaptable to work in different environments.
Starting with a single unit, you can add extensions

H1930 W1060 D350
H76” W41.73” D13.78”

H1930 W2090, 3120, 4150 D350
H76” W82.28”,122.83”,163.38 D13.78”

H1565 W1060 D350
H61.61” W41.73” D13.78”

H1565 W2090, 3120, 4150 D350
H61.61” W82.28”,122.83”,163.38 D13.78”

H805 W1060 D350
H31.7” W41.73” D13.78”

H805 W2090, 3120, 4150 D350
H31.7” W82.28”,122.83”,163.38 D13.78”

LAP MEDIUM
SHELVING

to provide you with enough storage. Choose from
a frame filled entirely with sturdy steel shelving, or
a mixture of trays, deep and shallow boxes with
shelves. Made in Lithuania.

LAP LOW
SHELVING

Key Features
Flexible shelving system: available in three heights and
two widths with a variety of component configurations

Available Components

Suitable for contract use

Technical / Construction

TRAY SHELF

BOOKSHELF

SMALL TRAY SHELF

SHALLOW BOX

FLAT SHELF

DEEP BOX

Solid oak frame
SMALL FLAT SHELF

Powder-coated steel shelves
Clear polyurethane lacquer
Assembly required

NOTE

Small tray shelves and small flat shelves will require a box to make a full shelf width.
3 boxes required to fill a shelf

Available Finishes

OakWhite

OakBlack

Black StainBlack
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Cross Sideboard by Matthew Hilton

Cross Sideboard by Matthew Hilton
The simple lines of the Cross Sideboard designed by

Key Features

Matthew Hilton are distinctively modern.

Three drawers for storage: two large ones and a
slimmer one at the top.

Built with solid wood legs, handles and a veneered

Two doors conceal the two height adjustable shelves
inside the cabinet

closing drawers on the left side and two doors on the
right which conceal the adjustable shelves inside the
cabinet.
Its smartly proportioned, robust design and

Doors feature soft closing mechanisms
Suitable for contract use
Technical / Construction
Solid legs, handles and cross bar

intergrated storage makes it an ideal piece for dining

Veneered oak, wenge stained oak or walnut
carcass

and living spaces.

Clear polyurethane lacquer
Part-assembly required

Made in Lithuania / Thailand.
Dimensions

H750 W1880 D500
H29.5” W74” D19.6”

Available Finishes

Oak

Walnut

Black
Stain
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Vitrina Tall Cabinet by Hierve

Vitrina Tall Cabinet by Hierve
Inspired by Hierve’s Ropero cabinet, Vitrina translates

Key Features

as window cabinet in Spanish. The Vitrina Tall

Two large drawers

Cabinet is a striking contemporary cabinet which
echoes the aesthetic of art installations and museum

Fourteen small fixed shelves and 5 large central
adjustable shelves

display units.

Toughened glass door and side panels
Made in Europe

Functional and stylish, the Vitrina Tall Cabinet features

Technical / Construction

2 deep drawers, 7 small shelves on each side and 5

Solid legs, handles and frame

adjustable large shelves in the centre for displaying

Veneered oak back panel

your objects and ornaments and is finished with

Painted internals

toughened glass doors.

Part-assembly required
Dimensions

Made in Latvia

H2100 W950 D500
H82.6” W37.4” D19.7”

Available Finishes

OakWater
Blue

OakOyster
White

www.casefurniture.com

Vitrina Small Sideboard by Hierve

Vitrina Small Sideboard by Hierve
Inspired by Hierve’s Ropero cabinet, Vitrina translates

Key Features

as ‘window cabinet’ in Spanish. The Vitrina Small

Solid oak frame and legs

Sideboard is a stylish combination of a display

One large top drawer

cabinet and a sideboard which seamlessly blends
solid wood, glass and colour resulting in a distinctive

Six small side fixed shelves and three large central
adjustable shelves

piece for storage and display.

Toughened glass door, side and top panels

Functional and fun, this sideboard features a large top

Technical / Construction

drawer, plus 3 large adjustable and 6 small adjustable

Solid oak legs, handles and frame

shelves for displaying your objects and ornaments

Painted internals

and is finished with toughened glass doors.

Clear polyurethane lacquer finish
Part-assembly required

Made in Latvia.
Dimensions

H900 W1200 D500
H35.43” W47.2” D19.6”

Available Finishes

OakSquirrel
Grey

OakSalmon
Orange
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Eos Sun Lounger by Matthew Hilton

Eos Sun Lounger by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Sun Lounger is a versatile outdoor lounger

Key Features

fully constructed from powder-coated aluminium

Fully weather and rust resistant

that resists weathering and rusting over time. The

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance

comfortable sling seat is crafted from all-weather
Stackable for compact storage.
Suitable for contract use

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is

Technical / Construction

physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and

Extruded aluminium

very comfortable.

Commercial-grade powder coat
All-weather Textilene®

Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor living and dining
during the long days of summer, this collection was

Fully assembled

named after Eos, the Greek goddess of dawn and
bringer of light.

Dimensions

Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was
awarded the Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.
Made in China.

H304-700 W2045 D724 | Seat H304
H12-27.5” W80.5” D28.5” | Seat H12”

Available Finishes
Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust
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Eos Rectangular Table by Matthew Hilton

Eos Rectangular Table by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Rectangular Table is a versatile outdoor

Key Features

dining table fully constructed from powder-coated

Fully weather resistant and non-rusting

aluminium that resists weathering and rusting over

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance
Can be disassembled for long term storage

The table neatly houses two accompanying benches

tables

and can be used together with Eos Square Table to

Suitable for contract use
Technical / Construction

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is

Extruded aluminium

physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and

Commercial-grade powder coat

very comfortable. Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor
living and dining during the long days of summer, this

Part-assembly required

collection was named after Eos, the Greek goddess
of dawn and bringer of light.

Dimensions

Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was
awarded the Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.
Made in China.

H730 W1624 D780
H28.7” W64” D30.7”

Available Finishes
Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust

Other Information
1

Products
per box

Eos Rectangular +
Eos Square
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Eos Square Table by Matthew Hilton

Eos Square Table by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Rectangular Table is a versatile outdoor table

Key Features

fully constructed from powder-coated aluminium

Fully weather resistant and non-rusting

that resists weathering and rusting over time and is

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance
Can be disassembled for long term storage

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is
physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and
very comfortable. Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor

Stackable
Suitable for contract use

living and dining during the long days of summer, this
collection was named after Eos, the Greek goddess

Technical / Construction

of dawn and bringer of light.

Extruded aluminium
Commercial-grade powder coat

Part-assembly required
Dimensions
Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was
awarded the Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.
Made in China.
H730 W780 D780
H28.7” W30.7” D30.7”

Other Information

Available Finishes

1

Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies

Stackable
x4

Product
per box

Eos Rectangular +
Eos Square

Black

White

Rust
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Eos Communal Table by Matthew Hilton

Eos Communal Table by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Communal Table is a versatile outdoor

Key Features

dining table fully constructed from powder-coated

Fully weather resistant and non-rusting

aluminium that resists weathering and rusting over

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance
Suitable for contract use

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is

Technical / Construction

physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and

Extruded aluminium

very comfortable. Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor

Commercial-grade powder coat

living and dining during the long days of summer, this
collection was named after Eos, the Greek goddess

Assembly required

of dawn and bringer of light.
Dimensions
Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was
awarded the Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.
Made in China.
H750 W2500 D1000
H29.5” W98.4” D39.3”

Available Finishes
Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust

Other Information
1

Products
per box
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Eos Side Table by Matthew Hilton

Eos Side Table by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Side Table is a versatile outdoor side table

Key Features

fully constructed from powder-coated aluminium

Fully weather resistant and non-rusting

that resists weathering and rusting over time and is

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance
Stackable
Suitable for contract use

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is
physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and

Technical / Construction

very comfortable. Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor

Extruded aluminium

living and dining during the long days of summer, this

Commercial-grade powder coat

collection was named after Eos, the Greek goddess
of dawn and bringer of light.

Fully assembled

Stackable up to two tables, it is a perfect

Dimensions

accompaniment to the Lounge Chair and Chaise
Longue.
Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was
awarded the Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.
Made in China.

H300 W420 D420
H11.8” W16.5” D16.5”

Available Finishes
Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust

Other Information
1

Stackable
x2

Products
per box
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Eos Bench by Matthew Hilton

Eos Bench by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Bench is a versatile outdoor bench fully

Key Features

constructed from powder-coated aluminium that

Fully weather resistant and non-rusting

resists weathering and rusting over time and is

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance
Suitable for contract use

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is

Technical / Construction

physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and

Extruded aluminium

very comfortable. Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor

Commercial-grade powder coat

living and dining during the long days of summer, this
collection was named after Eos, the Greek goddess

Part-assembly required

of dawn and bringer of light.
Dimensions
Table when not in use.
Designed by Matthew Hilton the Eos Range was
awarded te Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.

H400 W1485 D400
H15.7” W58.4” D15.75”

Available Finishes
Made in China.

Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust

Other Information
1

Products
per box
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Eos Communal Bench by Matthew Hilton

Eos Communal Bench by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Communal Bench is a versatile outdoor

Key Features

bench fully constructed from powder-coated

Fully weather resistant and non-rusting

aluminium that resists weathering and rusting over

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance
Suitable for contract use

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is

Technical / Construction

physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and

Extruded aluminium

very comfortable. Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor

Commercial-grade powder coat

living and dining during the long days of summer, this
collection was named after Eos, the Greek goddess

Assembly required

of dawn and bringer of light.
Dimensions
Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was
awarded the Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.
Made in China.

H460 W2100 D370
H18” W82.6” D10.6”

Available Finishes
Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust

Other Information
1
Products
per box
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Eos Lounge Chair by Matthew Hilton

Eos Lounge Chair by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Lounge Chair is a versatile outdoor chair

Key Features

fully constructed rom
f
powder-coated aluminium

Fully weatherresistant and non-rusting

that resists weathering and rusting over time and is

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance
Stackable
Suitable for contract use

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is
physically and visually light, smartlyroportioned
p
and

Technical / Construction

very comfortable. Certain to inspi
re leisurely outdoor

Extruded aluminium

living and dining during the long days of summe
r, this

Commercial-grade powder coat

collection was named after Eos, thereek
G goddess
of dawn and bringer of light.
The Lounge Chair is also stackable by up to 6 chairs

Fully assembled
Dimensions

Textilene® seat pad is also available.
Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was
awarded the Design Guild Mark
Award in 2016.

H666.7 W768.4 D654 | Seat H330.2
H26.25” W30.25” D25.75” | Seat H13”

Available Finishes
Made in China.
Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust

Other Information
1

Stackable
x6

Products
per box
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Eos Armchair by Matthew Hilton

Eos Armchair by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Armchair is a versatile outdoor chair fully

Key Features

constructed from powder-coated aluminium that

Fully weather resistant and non-rusting

resists weathering and rusting over time and is

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance
Stackable
Suitable for contract use

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is
physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and

Technical / Construction

very comfortable. Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor

Extruded aluminium

living and dining during the long days of summer, this

Commercial-grade powder coat

collection was named after Eos, the Greek goddess
of dawn and bringer of light.

Fully Assembled

The Eos Armchair is also stackable by up to 8 chairs

Dimensions

Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was
awarded the Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.
Made in China.

H775 W612 D575 | Seat H449.5
H30.5” W24.25” D23” | Seat H17.7”

Available Finishes
Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust

Other Information
2

Stackable
x8

Products
per box
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Eos Side Chair by Matthew Hilton

Eos Side Chair by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Side Chair is a versatile outdoor chair fully

Key Features

constructed from powder-coated aluminium that

Fully weather resistant and non-rusting

resists weathering and rusting over time and is

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance
Stackable
Suitable for contract use

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is
physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and

Technical / Construction

very comfortable. Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor

Extruded aluminium

living and dining during the long days of summer, this

Commercial-grade powder coat

collection was named after Eos, the Greek goddess
of dawn and bringer of light.

Fully assembled

The Eos Side chair is also stackable by up to eight

Dimensions

Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was
awarded the Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.
Made in China.

H775 W508 D546 | Seat H450.8
H30.5” W20” D21.5” | Seat H17.75”

Available Finishes
Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust

Other Information
2

Stackable
x8

Products
per box
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Eos Stool by Matthew Hilton

Eos Stool
by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Stool is a versatile outdoor stool fully

Key Features

constructed from powder-coated aluminium that

Fully weather resistant and non-rusting

resists weathering and rusting over time. An anodised

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance
Available in bar or counter height
Suitable for contract use

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is

Technical / Construction

physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and

Extruded aluminium

very comfortable. Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor

Commercial-grade powder coat

living and dining during the long days of summer, this
collection was named after Eos, the Greek goddess

Anodised aluminium foot rest

of dawn and bringer of light.

No assembly required

Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was
awarded the Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.
Made in China.

Other Information
1

BAR STOOL

COUNTER STOOL

H1108 W600 D480 SH750
H43.6” W23.6” D18.8” SH29.5”

H998 W600 D480 SH650
H39.2” W23.6” D118.8”

Available Finishes

Products
per box

Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust
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Eos Bar Table by Matthew Hilton

Eos Bar Table by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Bar Table is a versatile outdoor bar table

Key Features

fully constructed from powder-coated aluminium

Fully weather resistant and non-rusting

that resists weathering and rusting over time and is

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance
Suitable for contract use

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is

Technical / Construction

physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and

Extruded aluminium

very comfortable. Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor

Commercial-grade powder coat

living and dining during the long days of summer, this
collection was named after Eos, the Greek goddess

Assembly required

of dawn and bringer of light.
Dimensions
Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was
awarded the Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.
Made in China.
H1110 W633 D633
H43.7” W24.9” D24.9”

Available Finishes
Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust
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Eos Café Table by Matthew Hilton

Eos Café Table by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Café Table is a versatile outdoor table fully

Key Features

constructed from powder-coated aluminium that

Fully weather resistant and non-rusting

resists weathering and rusting over time and is

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance
Suitable for contract use

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is

Technical / Construction

physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and

Extruded aluminium

very comfortable. Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor

Commercial-grade powder coat

living and dining during the long days of summer, this
collection was named after Eos, the Greek goddess

Assembly required

of dawn and bringer of light.
Dimensions
Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was
awarded the Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.
Made in China.
H730 W762 D762
H28.75” W30” D30”

Available Finishes
Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust
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Eos Backless Bar Stool by Matthew Hilton

Eos Backless Bar Stool by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Backless Stool is a versatile outdoor

Key Features

bar stool fully constructed from powder-coated

Fully weather resistant and non-rusting

aluminium that resists weathering and rusting over

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance
Suitable for contract use

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is
physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and
very comfortable. Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor

Technical / Construction
Extruded aluminium
Commercial-grade powder coat

living and dining during the long days of summer, this
collection was named after Eos, the Greek goddess
of dawn and bringer of light.
Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was

Anodised aluminium foot rest
No assembly required
Dimensions

awarded the Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.
Made in China.
Other Information

H760 W440 D345
H29.9” W17.3” D13.5”

1

Available Finishes
Products
per box
Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust
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Eos Rectangular Bar Table by Matthew Hilton

Eos Rectangular Bar Table by Matthew Hilton
The Eos Rectangular Bar Table is a versatile outdoor

Key Features

bar table fully constructed from powder-coated

Fully weather resistant and non-rusting

aluminium that resists weathering and rusting over

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance
Suitable for contract use

Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is

Technical / Construction

physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and

Extruded aluminium

very comfortable. Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor

Commercial-grade powder coat

living and dining during the long days of summer, this
collection was named after Eos, the Greek goddess

Requires assembly

of dawn and bringer of light.
Dimensions
Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was
awarded the Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.
Made in China.
H1050 W1800 D620
H41.3” W70.8” D24.4”

Available Finishes
Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust

Other Information
1

Products
per box
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Eos Sofa Collection by Matthew Hilton

Eos Outdoor Sofa Collection
by Matthew Hilton
The Eos outdoor sofa co llection by Matthew Hilton

Technical / Construction

combines a contemporary aesthetic with a

Extruded aluminium

lightweight structure of clean lines.

Commercial grade powder coat

Fitted with comfortable seat pads and cushions
upholstered in charcoal grey Sunbrella ® fabric, the

Cushions upholstered in Sunbrella ® fabric

collection is perfect for relaxed, alfresco lounging.

No assembly required

Crafted from weather resistant powder-coated
aluminium, the frames are robust and impervious to
rust with a lightweight, durable and

Dimensions

Sunbrella ® fabric is waterproof, breathable and easy
to clean, whilst being highly UV resistant.

Key Features
Collection consists of 3 designs:

3 SEAT SOFA

2 SEAT SOFA

H710 W2280 D840
H28” W90” D33”

H710 W1580 D840
H28” W62” D33”

Armchair, 2-Seater Sofa and 3-Seater Sofa

Made in China.
Awarded the prestigious Design Guild Mark.

ARMCHAIR
H710 W880 D840
H28” W35” D33”

Available Finishes

Black

White

Rust
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Eos Picnic House by Matthew Hilton

Eos Picnic House by Matthew Hilton
Key Features
The Eos Picnic House offers a playful solution to

Fully weather resistant and non-rusting

alfresco dining, combining a table and roof structure

Lightweight, durable and low maintenance

that provides shade from the summer sun.

Suitable for contract use

Part of the Eos outdoor collection, the Picnic House
is available in a monochrome colour palette of

Technical / Construction

black or white.

Extruded aluminium
Commercial-grade powder coat

Crafted from weather resistant powder-coated
aluminium, the structure is robust and impervious to
rust with a lightweight, durable and low-maintenance

Assembly required
Sunbrella® fabric
Dimensions

The roof is covered with waterproof Sunbrella® fabric,
which is easy to clean, whilst being highly UV resistant.
Eos is a contemporary outdoor collection which is
physically and visually light, smartly proportioned and
very comfortable. Certain to inspire leisurely outdoor
living and dining during the long days of summer, this
collection was named after Eos, the Greek goddess
of dawn and bringer of light.

H2355 W2748 D1500
ROOF PITCH H1834
TABLE H750 TABLE W2600 TABLE D870

Available Finishes

Designed by Matthew Hilton, the Eos Range was
awarded the Design Guild Mark Award in 2016.
Made in China.

Custom
Colour*
* Minimum order quantity applies
Black

White

Rust

Other Information
3
Packages
per product

Box 1: W2700 D1000 H240
Box 2: W2720 D290 H160
Box 3: W4590 D270 H300
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Tanso Rectangular Table by David Irwin

Tanso Rectangular Table by David Irwin

Inspired by the simplicity of Japanese furniture, the

Key Features

Tanso Range bridges the gap between outdoors and

Suitable for outdoor and indoor use

indoors by elevating the craftsmanship, quality and

Weather resistant

detail of outdoor furniture.

Low maintenance

Designed by David Irwin and constructed from Grade

Technical / Construction

A Teak, the Tanso Rectangular Table is highly robust

Grade A solid teak

and weather resistant for outdoor use, yet it’s elegant
and detailed aesthetic also affords it a place inside.

Dimensions

Available in two size options, this table pairs perfectly
with the Tanso Armchair.
Made in Vietnam.

H730 W2693 D1100
H29” W106” D43”

H730 W1841 D950
H28.7” W72.4” D37.4”

Available Finishes

Teak
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Tanso Round Table by David Irwin

Tanso Round Table by David Irwin

Inspired by the simplicity of Japanese furniture, the

Key Features

Tanso Range bridges the gap between outdoors and

Suitable for outdoor and indoor Use

indoors by elevating the craftsmanship, quality and

Weather resistant

detail of outdoor furniture.

Low maintenance

Designed by David Irwin and constructed from Grade

Technical / Construction

A Teak, the Tanso Round Table is highly robust and

Grade A solid teak

weather resistant for outdoor use, yet it’s elegant and
detailed aesthetic also affords it a place inside.

Dimensions

Made in Vietnam.

H730 ø1460
H28.7” ø57.5”

Available Finishes

Teak
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Tanso Bench by David Irwin

Tanso Bench by David Irwin
Inspired by the simplicity of Japanese furniture, the

Key Features

Tanso Range bridges the gap between outdoors and

Suitable for outdoor and indoor use

indoors by elevating the craftsmanship, quality and

Weather resistant

detail of outdoor furniture.

Low maintenance

Designed by David Irwin and constructed from Grade

Technical / Construction

A Teak, the Tanso Bench is highly robust and weather

Grade A solid teak

resistant for outdoor use, yet it’s elegant and detailed
aesthetic also affords it a place inside.

Dimensions

The clever design of the subtle angles to the flat seat
boards allow rainwater to run off without compromising
on comfort.
H805 W1160 D552
H32” W46” D22”

Made in Vietnam.

Available Finishes

Teak
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Tanso Armchair by David Irwin

Tanso Armchair by David Irwin
Inspired by the simplicity of Japanese furniture, the

Key Features

Tanso Range bridges the gap between outdoors and

Suitable for outdoor and Indoor Use

indoors by elevating the craftsmanship, quality and

Weather resistant

detail of outdoor furniture.

Low maintenance

Designed by David Irwin and constructed from Grade A

Technical / Construction

Teak, the Tanso Armchair is highly robust and weather

Grade A solid teak

resistant for outdoor use, yet it’s elegant and detailed
aesthetic also affords it a place inside.

Dimensions

The clever design of the subtle angles to the flat seat
boards allow rainwater to run off without compromising
on comfort.
Made in Vietnam.

H805 W659 D552
H31.6” W25.9” D21.7”

Available Finishes

Teak
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Tanso Sofa Range by David Irwin

Tanso Sofa Range by David Irwin
Inspired by the simplicity of Japanese furniture, the

Dimensions

Tanso outdoor collection bridges the gap between
outdoors and indoors by elevating the craftsmanship,
quality and detail of outdoor furniture.
Designed by David Irwin and constructed from solid
teak, the Tanso sofa range is highly robust and

3 SEAT SOFA
H658mm W2863mm D915mm
H25.91” W112.72” D36.02”

weather-resistant for outdoor use, yet it’s elegant and
detailed aesthetic also affords it a place inside.
Fitted with comfortable seat pads and cushions
upholstered in grey outdoor fabric, which is

ARMCHAIR

2 SEAT SOFA

H658mm W1012mm D915mm
H25.91” W39.84” D36.02”

H658mm W1932mm D915mm
H25.91” W76.06” D36.02”

breathable and easy to clean, the Tanso sofa range is
perfect for relaxed alfresco lounging.

Available Finishes

Cusions made in Vietnam
Wood Frame made in Thailand.

Teak
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Tanso Barstool by David Irwin

Tanso Barstool by David Irwin
Inspired by the simplicity of Japanese furniture, the

Dimensions

Tanso outdoor collection bridges the gap between
outdoors and indoors by elevating the craftsmanship,
quality and detail of outdoor furniture.
Designed by David Irwin and constructed from solid
teak, the Tanso sofa range is highly robust and
weather-resistant for outdoor use, yet it’s elegant and

H1024mm W434mm D491mm
H40.31” W17.09” D19.33”

detailed aesthetic also affords it a place inside.
Available Finishes
Made in Thailand.

Teak
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Tanso Side Chair by David Irwin

Tanso Side Chair by David Irwin
Inspired by the simplicity of Japanese furniture, the

Dimensions

Tanso outdoor collection bridges the gap between
outdoors and indoors by elevating the craftsmanship,
quality and detail of outdoor furniture.
Designed by David Irwin and constructed from solid
teak, the Tanso sofa range is highly robust and
weather-resistant for outdoor use, yet it’s elegant and

H797mm W538mm D516mm
H31.38” W21.18” D20.32”

detailed aesthetic also affords it a place inside.
Available Finishes
Available with a removable seat cushion for enhanced
comfort.
Teak

Made in Thailand.
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Sum Pendant Light by Terence Woodgate

Sum Pendant by Terence Woodgate
The sculptural Sum pendant collection features an

Dimensions

innovative LED module, allowing the pendant to be
fitted directly to mains without a driver or transformer.
A white silicone shade surrounds the module, above
which balances a large, floating disc (Ø500mm) and
cable tube in a textured finish.
Technical / Construction
Aluminium body, polycarbonate diffuser with opal
silicone shade. Aluminium shade disc and cable tube.
2 metre, Ø6mm round 2 core cable.
Steel fixing with magnetically secured powder coated
aluminium cover. Ø114 x 20mm. WAGO tool-less
connectors. 220-240V ~50/60Hz

Ø500mm H73mm
Ø19.685” H2.87”

Warm white (3000K) colour temperature
1580lm with 50,000hrs LED life.
IP20 rated. RoHS compliant. Flicker free. Dimmable

Available Finishes

(Triac). High power efficiency. 0.9 power factor. LED
module with cable is replaceable at end of life.
2.2kg
Made in China

Black

White
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Solid Pendant Light by Terence Woodgate

Solid Pendant by Terence Woodgate
A pure cylindrical or conical form. The rounded inner

Dimensions

edge at the shade base is a design signature of the
Solid collection. A patented adjustable shade support
allows the shade to be hung vertical and straight. As
marble is a natural material the hue and veining will
vary from piece to piece, making each shade body
unique.
Technical / Construction
2 metre matt black cable supplied (Ø 4.5mm, 2 x 0.82)
Ceiling rose Ø 88mm, H 86mm. All fixings are hidden
within the ceiling rose.
Warm white (2800K) colour temperature.
500lm with 25,000hrs LED life.

CYLINDRICAL

CONICAL

Ø88 H130
Ø3.46” H5.12”

Ø110 H130
Ø4.33” H5.12”

IP20 rated. Class 1
Supply voltage: 220-240V ~ 50/60Hz

Available Finishes

Lampholder: GU10
Lamp Type (Bulb): LED only. 8W Max
Tested and approved by the Lighting Industry
Association for compliance with EN-60598 Part 1 and
EN-60598 Part 2-1.

Nero
Marquina
Marble

Carrara
Marble

Black
Stained
Oak

Walnut

Electronics made in China
Marble finishes made in China
Wood finishes made in Germany

Oak
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Solid Downlight by Terence Woodgate

Solid Downlight by Terence Woodgate
A pure cylindrical or conical form. The rounded inner

Dimensions

edge at the shade base is a design signature of the
Solid collection. A subtle diffused glow is produced
around the lower section when lit. A small shadow
gap between the ceiling and shade allows for lamp

CYLINDRICAL
Ø88 H135
Ø3.46” H5.31”

cooling. As marble is a natural material the hue and
veining will vary from piece to piece, making each
shade body unique. All fixings are hidden.
CONICAL

Technical / Construction

Ø110 H130
Ø4.33” H5.12”

2 metre, Ø6mm round 2 core cable
Warm white (2800K) colour temperature

Available Finishes

500lm with 25,000hrs LED life
IP20 rated. Class 1.
Supply voltage: 220-240V ~ 50/60Hz
Lampholder: GU10

Nero
Marquina
Marble

Carrara
Marble

Black
Stained
Oak

Walnut

Lamp Type (Bulb): LED only. 8W Max.
Tested and approved by the Lighting Industry

Electronics made in China

Association for compliance with EN-60598 Part 1 and

Marble finishes made in China

EN-60598 Part 2-1.

Wood finishes made in Germany

Oak
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Solid Table Light by Terence Woodgate

Solid Table Light by Terence Woodgate
A pure cylindrical base, crafted from solid Italian fine-

Dimensions

grained Carrara marble or solid Spanish Nero
Marquina Marble. It’s topped by a hand-blown opal
glass shade which is acid-etched inside and out to

SMALL

provide a soft, diffused light. An integrated, state-of-

Ø227 H227
Ø8.94” H8.94”

the-art dimmable LED is controlled by a touch button
on the marble base. As marble is a natural material
the hue and veining will vary from piece to piece.
Technical / Construction

LARGE

Marble base with a three-ply opal glass and 2m cable.

Ø310 H310
Ø12.20” H12.20”

LED x18 Philips 3030 Luxeon Dimmable Module
replaceable at end of life. 1100lm with 21w output
Bead blasted anodised aluminium heat sink to keep

Available Finishes

the LED cool for long life performance.
Warm white (3000 Kelvin) colour temperature
Stainless Steel touch button. Four stage dimming

Nero
Marquina
Marble

Carrara
Marble

sequence: 20% on, 60% on, 100% on, off
100V-240V 50-60Hz AC power adapter with
interchangeable plug options. Level VI efficiency
standards. Available with Type A, Type C, Type G or
Type I plug options.

Electronics made in China
Marble made in China
Glass made in Poland
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Core Light Collection by Terence Woodgate

Core Light Collection by Terence Woodgate
A cluster of simple but striking pendants, hung from

Dimensions

a single ceiling fixing, allowing the cluster to be
arranged to your requirements. As marble is a natural
material the hue and veining will vary from piece to
piece, making each shade body unique. Available
singly or in a cluster of 3 or 6.
Technical / Construction
Each shade supplied with 2m matte black cable.
Multi-pendant ceiling fixing Ø 262mm. H 35mm or
Ceiling rose Ø 88mm, H 86mm for single shade.
Warm white (2800 Kelvin) colour temperature
IP20 rated. Class 1.
Supply voltage: 220-240V ~ 50/60Hz
Lampholder: G9

AVAILABLE SINGLY OR IN CLUSTERS OF 3 OR SIX
Ø53mm H120mm each pendant
Ø2.09” H4.72”

Lamp Type (Bulb): LED only. 4W Max.
Tested and approved by the Lighting Industry

Available Finishes

Association for compliance with EN-60598 Part 1 and
EN-60598 Part 2-1.
Electronics made in China
Marble made in China

Nero
Marquina
Marble

Carrara
Marble
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Mouro Lamp by Patricia Perez

Mouro Lamp by Patricia Perez
The Mouro Lamp by Patricia Perez plays with

Key Features

geometric forms in a contemporary and versatile

3 light settings

light. Designed with adaptability in mind, this

Portable

portable lamp comprises a powder coated steel

Rechargeable

frame in a compact size, offering a flexible solution
for both interior and outdoor lighting.

Technical / Construction

The lamp has 3 dimmable settings and a rotating

Powder-coated steel frame

360-degree central element, allowing easy

LED lights

adjustments to light direction and ambience.
The LED light is rechargeable via a discreet USB

Dimensions

outlet.
Estimated usage times (according to brightness):
•

100% - up to 6 hours

•

50% - up to 10 hours

•

25% - up to 32 hours

Charging time from empty: Approx 7 hours
Lumen output lm: 240LM ± 10%
Colour temperature: 2700K

H220 W140 D35
H8.6” W5.5” D1.3”

Available Finishes

The Mouro Lamp is not waterproof.
Protect from moisture.
Made in China.

Black

White

Light Blue

Squirrel Grey
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Arca Wall Box by David Irwin

Arca Wall Box by David Irwin
Serving as a shelf, container, mirror and magnetic

Dimensions

blackboard, the Arca collection is a multifunctional
wall accessory which lends itself to any room in the
home.
Constructed in solid oak or walnut, the rectilinear
frames house multiple compartments and are

LARGE
W1050 H600 D80
W41.3” H23.6” D3.1”

arranged in an inventive grid format to store various
everyday objects.
Made in Thailand.

Key Features
Versatile wall accessory
Functional

MEDIUM
W550 H1010 D100
W19.5” H40” D4”

Technical / Construction
Solid oak, walnut, solid oak with black stain
Clear polyurethane lacquer
MDF blackboard veneered with oak/walnut

SMALL

(large, medium)

W550 H750 D100
W21.6” H29.5” D4”

Magnetico laminate and mirror (large, small)

W750 H550 D100
W29.5” H21.6” D4”

Available Finishes

Oak

Walnut

Black Stain
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Fin Coat Hook by Brendon Farrell

Fin Coat Hook by Brendon Farrell
Designed with a unique fin inspired shape, the Fin

Key Features

coat hook offers a versatile rack to hang coats and

6 fin unit which can be combined with as many as

essentials.

required.

Crafted from solid ash, the Fin Coat Hook is a sleek

Technical / Constuction

and durable piece which lends itself use in any part of

Solid ash

the home.
Choose from a single 6 hook rack, and add as many

Dimensions

more as required.
Made in Lithuania.

6 FIN
W609 H600 D80
W23.9” H23.6” D3.1”

Available Finishes

Ash

Black
Stain
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Lucent Mirror by Matthew Hilton

Lucent Mirror by Matthew Hilton
Constructed with rectilinear smoked glass frames, the

Key Features

Lucent Mirror serves as a functional wall mirror with

Clean lines

an integral display shelf for storing everyday objects.

Multifunctional
Display shelf

Expertly designed by Matthew Hilton with a sleek and

Low maintenance

minimal aesthetic, the Lucent Mirror is available in
two sizes and is smartly proportioned to fit within any

Technical / Construction

space in the home.

UV-bonded smoked glass

Made in Lithuania.

Dimensions

SMALL

LARGE

W530 H750 D100
W20.8” H29.5” D3.9”

W400 H1200 D100
W17.5” H47.2” D3.9”

Available Finishes

Bronze

Smoke
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Trove Boxes by David Irwin

Trove Boxes by David Irwin
Designed by David Irwin to offer a versatile storage

Key Features

solution, Trove Boxes are a series of minimal cork

Slot and stack together

boxes for organising and storing everyday objects.

Versatile storage

Crafted from agglomerated cork for a warm and

Technical / Construction

tactile finish, they are constructed from minimal forms

Agglomerated Cork

which seamlessly slot and stack together to enable
personalised storage compositions for various

Dimensions

objects and environments.
Made in Portugal.

BASE TRAY
W330 H40 D110
W13” H1.6” D4.3”

SMALL SQUARE BOX

SMALL RECTANGULAR BOX

W110 H55 D110
W4.3” H2.1” D4.3”

W220 H55 D110
W8.6” H2.1” D4.3”

DEEP SQUARE BOX

DEEP RECTANGULAR BOX

W110 H90 D110
W4.3” H3.5” D4.3”

W220 H90 D110
W12.9” H3.5” D4.3”
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Industry and Drop Candlesticks by Matthew Hilton

Industry and Drop Candlesticks by Matthew Hilton
The Industry and Drop Candlesticks are milled from

Dimensions

a solid billet of brass or stainless steel using highly
sophisticated precision engineering.

quality of the machined raw material, giving it a raw

Made in the UK.

INDUSTRY LARGE

INDUSTRY SMALL

H200 Ø36
H7.8” Ø1.4”

H160 Ø35.5
H6.2” Ø1.4”

DROP

Key Features

Technical / Construction

H60 Ø57
H2.3” Ø2.24”

Finishes

Solid brass (Industry only)
Stainless steel
Brass

Stainless
Steel
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Sip Plant Pot by Ann Kristin Einarsen

Sip Plant Pot by Ann Kristin Einarsen
Sip is a two part self watering plant pot which plays

Key Features

with the shape of the classic terracotta form.

Self watering
Glazed tray allows for easy watering

Minimally constructed, a nylon wick works as an
extension of the plant roots and draws water from the

Technical / Construction

reservoir which enables the plant to draw up just the

Terrastone

water it needs .

Nylon wick

The Sip Plant Pot makes it easy to keep plants fresh

Dimensions

without spending too much time looking after them .
A cleverly shaped glazed tray holds water and allows
for easy watering.
Made in Portugal.

SMALL
H150 Ø125
H5.9” Ø4.9”

Finishes

Stone

White
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Orb Grinder by Gareth Neal

Orb Grinder by Gareth Neal
The Orb Grinder is the perfect companion to any

Dimensions

cook’s kitchen. Designed by Gareth Neal, this
salt and pepper mill is crafted from solid beech
and features an adjustable ceramic CrushGrind
mechanismcoarseness of the grind to be adjusted by
turning the wheel at the base of the grinder.
Made in Poland.
Key Features

ORB
Ø60 H160
Ø2.3” H6.3”

Available Finishes

Versatile
Pure geometric design
Beech

Technical / Construction
Beech

Black Stain
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Splash Chopping Board by Gareth Neal

Splash Chopping Board by Gareth Neal
The Splash Chopping Board designed by Gareth Neal

Dimensions

is created using digital manufacturing techniques
resulting in a pure geometric design.
Offering versatile use as a chopping or serving board,
the Splash Chopping Board is crafted from oil treated
beech to allow for easy maintenance.

SPLASH
W280 D380 H22
W11” D14.5” H0.86”

Made in Poland.
Key Features

Available Finishes

Versatile
Easy maintenance
Pure geometric design
Technical / Construction
Beech

Beech
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Petal Chopping Board by Gareth Neal

Petal Chopping Board by Gareth Neal
The Petal Chopping Board was designed by Gareth

Dimensions

Neal to provide a highly functional addition to a
domestic setting.
Crafted from oil treated beech for easy maintenance,
this elegant circular board provides versatile use as a
chopping board or serving tray.
PETAL

Made in Poland.
Key Features

W280 D280 H22
W11” D11” H0.86”

Available Finishes

Versatile
Pure geometric design
Beech

Technical / Construction
Beech
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Target Trivet by Gareth Neal

Target Trivet by Gareth Neal
The Target Trivet designed by Gareth Neal is created

Dimensions

using digital manufacturing techniques resulting in a
pure geometric design.
Offering versatile use in the home, this elegant
wooden trivet is crafted from oil treated beech to
allow for easy maintenance, providing a highly

TARGET

functional kitchen and dining accessory.

Ø260 H22
W10.2” H0.86”

Made in Poland.
Key Features

Available Finishes

Versatile
Pure geometric design
Beech

Technical / Construction
Beech
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Plough Serving Board by Gareth Neal

Plough Serving Board by Gareth Neal
The Plough Serving Board by Gareth Neal is created

Dimensions

using digital manufacturing techniques resulting in a
pure geometric design.
Made from oil treated beech for easy maintenance,

PLOUGH

the Plough Serving Board is a versatile and functional

W420 D140 H22
W16.5” D5.5” H0.86”

serving and display board.
Made in Poland.
Key Features

Available Finishes

Versatile
Pure geometric design
Beech

Technical / Construction
Beech
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Architectural Cards by StudioSmall

Architectural Cards by StudioSmall

Key Features

Featuring abstract graphic prints in a palette of pastel

Unique graphic print

hues, the Architectural Cards are inspired by iconic

Blank inside for personalisation

buildings from around the world.

Storage box

Blank inside for personalisation, this set comes in a

Technical / Construction

handy storage box comprised of 27 cards and enve-

Paper and card

lopes.
Made in the UK.
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Purlin Rug by Eleanor Pritchard

Purlin Rug by Eleanor Pritchard
Designed in London and handwoven in India the

Dimensions

Purlin Rug features designer Eleanor Pritchard’s
intricate graphic patterns inspired by London’s
architectural skyline and draws its name from
vernacular architectural roofing structures.
The Purlin design is a pattern of long narrow bars
and alternating square blocks arranged in a half-drop
repeat pattern resulting in a clean linear design with a
pared back feel. With a colour palette based on warm
and dark greys, sea greens and petrol blues, the
Eleanor Pritchard rug collection beautifully
encapsulates the metropolitan aesthetic of London.

LARGE

MEDIUM RUG

RUNNER

H3000 W2000
H118” W78.7”

H2400 W1700
H94.4” W67”

H2500 W800
H98.4” W31.4”

Available Finishes
FLATWEAVE

Available in three sizes, three colours and the option
of a hand-tufted or a flatweave design. Please note
the runner is only available in flatweave.
Made in India.

Flannel
Grey

Petrol
Blue

Warm
Grey

Petrol
Blue

Warm
Grey

HTC

Technical / Construction
60% New Zealand wool
40% Indian wool

Flannel
Grey
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Spindle Rug by Eleanor Pritchard

Spindle Rug by Eleanor Pritchard
Designed in London by Eleanor Pritchard and

Dimensions

handwoven in India, the Spindle Rug features a
large scale pattern of repeating thick and thin blocks
centre-scored with a fine accent line.
The pattern has a pleasing simplicity and references
architectural detailing as well as the vertical line of
yarn on a drop spindle.
Available in wool for indoor use, in two sizes and two
colours.
Available in PET for outdoor use in two sizes and two

LARGE RUG

MEDIUM RUG

H3000 W2000
H118” W78.7”

H2400 W1700
H94.4” W67”

colours
Made in India.

Available Finishes
FLATWEAVE

Technical / Construction
Indoor: 60% New Zealand wool, 40% Indian wool
Outdoor: 100% Polyethylene
Flannel
Grey

Warm
Grey

Outdoor
Flannel
Grey

Outdoor
Warm
Grey

Case Furniture Ltd
23 East Hill
London SW18 2HZ
www.casefurniture.com
info@casefurniture.com
+44 (0) 208 870 4488

